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From Your Chapter Director
Thanksgiving was especially delightful in the Bryant’s
household this year. The day was spent with immediate
family, mostly with members who lived together. While
intimate, there was plenty food and great
conversations. I hope all of you had a great
Thanksgiving. Overeating of course is a must. We are
Thankful for the many blessings over the past year. The
girls and I have a tradition of going to Home Depot early
Black Friday morning to get $.98 poinsettias and grab up
some of the nontraditional blockbuster items they
carry. This year poinsettias were $1.98 (double the cost)
and there were only a few Black Friday blockbuster
items. Oh well, we were out so we stocked up on
poinsettias before heading back home. Jane Petzold and
Janice setup a Zoom call the Saturday after Thanksgiving
for Chapter members to talk about their holiday and brag
on dinner spreads. Eight of us joined in for about an hour of good conversations catching up
on what has been going on in our lives. Despite 2020 being the year of Covid-19, we are
blessed. Continue to stay safe, (wear a mask, wash hands often and social distance when
possible while out and about.
December is here and now we turn our sights on Christmas. Pat Yates from the O’Berry
Neuro-Medical Treatment Center asked if the Chapter would adopt six residents for
Christmas. I accepted and asked Chapter members to chip in with gifts or money. I sent out
the six residents wish lists. We had the option of purchasing gifts or donating funds dedicated
to purchasing gifts for each individual. Due to the risk of Covid-19 transmission, all gifts had
to be new and unopen. Most contributors donated money and the Chapter kicked in
$100. Plans are to meet Pat on Saturday, December 12 with the donations.
During the Holiday season we tend to overwhelm ourselves with shopping and other seasonal
activities. This year most of the shopping will be done online and most visits will be virtual;
still take time for yourself (Be Cheerful, Be Happy, Be Merry, Be Thankful, and Enjoy Life).
Yes, 2020 has been an unprecedented year, yet there are so many things to be thankful for
this Holiday Season. Our lives, health & strength, family, friendships, and the list can go on
based on your situation. It’s been a difficult year for GWRRA NC-X members not being able to
gather and engage as in years past. Yet, I am confident we will be back together and as
strong as ever in mid to late 2021. This is a joyful time of the year so take time to reflect on
what we have and the blessings yet to come.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
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Day Rider

we going to do??????

The last scheduled multi-day ride has now passed. The weather is
cool to cold and the roads are filled with falling leaves. Daylight
is dwindling down and when the sun sets, the temperatures
tumble. People in 4 plus wheels are forgetting to lower their high
beams and/or forgetting to turn on their lights as the time
changed and the dark falls quickly. This is one of our most
dangerous times to ride. First and foremost, caution should be on
everyone’s mind. Of course, not helping much, is the amount of
rain, wind and debris that has been plaguing us all riding season
long and has continued non-stop. With all this going on, what are

We are moving on to “day rides.” Sandie and I have been watching the weather forecast for all
of my days off from work on a week by week basis. Should the forecast include clear skies, no or
a small chance of rain AND fall on my day off, there is a good chance that we are going on a day
ride starting mid-morning and ending before the sun goes down. About 5-6 hours tops. These
rides are generally 175 to 210 miles from front door to front door. Back roads with curves and
small hills and dips. We try to stay in or near farm country and the views/vistas are wonderful
and the traffic is not as bad as in town.
We have some (almost) pre planned rides that we rotate through and are in our GPS. We mix and
match some ideas and create new routes while in motion, depending on the time and road
conditions. During the fall, we also keep track of the deer who happen to jump out of the woods
and forests. Also, Fall is the time of year that small, mostly underage, children are driving 4wheeler ATVs along the side of the road and onto the edges of the roads as they learn how to
drive. Stay aware of your surroundings.
Our last ride took us through some back roads and then we mixed 3 rides to get us to a small
restaurant right outside of South Boston, VA. A straight route would have been about 65 miles
from home, ours was about 88 miles. There was still some color in the trees and some of the
fields still had not been cut down. Nice adventure. We took the long way home heading towards
Danville, VA., and made a sharp left-hand turn towards Roxboro, NC. Lots of curves, trees, lakes
and streams. People were out on their water craft and I wondered how they were handling the
cold water from the spray. OH WELL, that is their water-cycles.
We got back just after dark with huge smiles on our faces. A great day on the bikes, lots of
smiles and relaxed from being stuck at home or work.
Keep day rides in mind. Not having to pre-plan every step of the way is part of being relaxed and
a rider. Take it one day at a time and enjoy life while you can.
Stay Safe, Ride Careful,
4 of 27
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From Your MEC

We are hoping you had a Thankful Thanksgiving in whatever
way it may have manifest. Did you zoom, visit, host or stay
private at home? Thanksgiving is a beautiful way to begin the
Christmas season. In the midst of these two holidays our
house celebrates several birthdays. For my daughter‘s
birthday, we were especially focused on having a party, doing
something fun. I struggled to come up with something COVID
acceptable. We thought and thought and thought . Finally, we decided to try a new-to-us
concept called geocaching. Geocaching is kind of a scavenger hunt that someone else has
already established. All you need to do is download the geocaching app and find a location
from around the world where you want to discover “a treasure”. This sounds right up my
alley. So we asked Angela to schedule us in for a 2 o’clock gathering which included some
friends. We met, everyone downloaded the app, then proceeded to find a geocache in our
neighborhood as a demonstration. There, little trinkets were found in the bird house on a
tree just as you enter our neighborhood. Then from there we used longitudinal and
latitudinal designations (more accurately we used GPS directions) to get us to the next
geocache that I had selected. We were to practice and discover the next geocache together,
from there we would divide up into teams, making a competition to see who could find the
last geocache first. Each team was to independently find two separate and pre-selected
geocaches with the third being our final and our meeting point. From there we had planned
visiting her favorite restaurant for a take-out dinner.
So how did it all turn out? She decided to treat herself to lunch from her favorite restaurant.
Then she arrived with friends in tow. The neighborhood geocache was a quick and easy find
for Glenn. The second one (remember we are still all together) was a little more
difficult. Glenn and Angela (not on the same team) unwittingly stomped all over the
geocache while friend and I were looking a good ways away. Angela found a camoed can at
the foot of a pine tree and covered by pine straw. The next geocache presented a little
different story—now the teams have separated—or so we thought. Glenn and I wound up in
the same parking lot beside the greenway at Shelly Lake as Angela and her team. We
stumbled upon them. Upon spying Glenn and I, lickety-split, Angela came to share how
ridiculous she felt when she was asked “Was there something great she was looking for?” Her
negative response “No, we are following directions on our phone” brought the statement
“Well an eagle and her nest is right around the bend.” Glenn and I went on to the location of
our geocache to begin our first independent search. In short order I received the text
“Friend wants to know, why are we looking for trash along the path?” Obviously, they could
not find their geocache and weren’t having fun. Meanwhile, Glenn and I had meandered on
the curvaceous path, carefully climbed down to the riverbed, hopped onto the slate slabs in
the middle, examined the trees and finally found our geocache! The feel of victory!!
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So what’s the point of this story? To invite you to go geocaching! It’s outside, socially
distanced, invigorating, challenging, and according to me FUN!! And it can be an impromptu
activity—no planning necessary. But clearly not for everyone.
So if you want to give it a try, want a partner or competitor, let me know. And don’t be
surprised if I find a way to turn this into a chapter activity. Or maybe a Christmas party!!
Irrespective of how many takers we have, know that we wish you and yours Christmas
blessings that last all year long. May you find unique and safe ways to celebrate the birth of
Christ.
Merry Christmas one and all
(Happy geocaching)

Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Chapter MEC
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From Chapter Couple of The Year

December Reflections
The year started with great hopes of riding and traveling. We soon realized Covid-19 had
taken over our lives. There was very little riding, instead there was canceling our trip to Italy
and sickness.
We feel blessed that our family is healthy and look forward to the vaccine that will give us all
more mobility. Riding and traveling will once again be in our future.
Roger and I thank you for the honor of being NC-X Couple of the Year. We hope the new
couple will have fun and enjoy the ride.
Merry Christmas to All!
Have FUN and Stay Safe!!

Roger and Dolores Patterson
Couple of the Year 2020
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From Your Event Coordinator
We hope everyone has had a wonderful Thanksgiving, even if
the numbers at your table were low. Hopefully, things will be
a little better by Christmas, and by next year, we will all be
back to living normal lives, sharing our love with family and
friends.

though.

After preparing for days for a visit from my son Glenn and his
family, we got a call Thanksgiving morning from him, stating
that my granddaughter had a sore throat and that he and her
were not feeling well. To err on the side of caution, we
cancelled dinner. The testing sites for Covid were not open
that day. It turns out that they got tested the next day, and
are still awaiting results. My granddaughter, however, tested
positive for Strep throat. On Friday, Dale and I packed up a
box of food and baked goods and dropped it off at their house
in Wake Forest. As for us, after eating turkey for 3 days in a
row, we froze the remainder of it. Still munching on desserts,

Yesterday, our chapter held a Zoom lunch and several people joined us, all sharing news of
their Thanksgiving holiday. We had a fun time and it was a great way to catch up with
our friends. Attending were John Bryant, Janice Bryant, Ora Council, Glenn and Joy
Kennedy, Dolores Patterson, Brad ‘James’ Bradford, and Jane Petzold. All those who did not
attend were missed.
Recently, our cell phone carrier, US Cellular, decided to upgrade the tower down the road
from us in order to provide better service for 5G phone users. In doing so, they interrupted
our service for about 10 days which was very frustrating and aggravating. We had a hard time
explaining to customer service what the problem was. Maybe I should say that customer
service had a hard time understanding and remedying the problem! Nothing like being put on
hold for 40 minutes every time you call. Grrr…
Well, now we begin the Christmas season! I am afraid that this wonderful holiday will also be
different this year. We are so grateful that we are healthy and well, and that our families
and friends are also. So many people have not fared well and are dealing with losses of loved
ones, in addition to financial losses. We pray that they will be comforted and will recover.
I am looking forward to a time when I can start planning different fun events for our chapter
again.
Dale and I wish you all the very best this Christmas and New Year’s. Be safe, healthy and
happy! Have fun, and share the love.
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Jane V. Petzold
Event Coordinator
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Crack, Slides & Gear…..OH MY
OK, it is cold out. At least to me it is right now. Going to
work when it is below freezing is cold. I will not be taking the
bike into work in these weather conditions. Yup, I am wimping
out. Maybe some of you are also. I left the house the other
morning and frost started to form on the windows of my car,
yup, glad I was not taking the bike.
With the temperatures and other weather conditions not being really great for bike rides,
even day rides, what should we be doing? Let’s start with the condition of our riding gear. I
have sent out this message before and I think it is worth repeating.
Start at the top and work down, it is simpler than jumping around our gear. Look at your
helmet, is it less than 5 years old? Yes, helmets have a life span of about 5 years. Weather,
(hot to cold and back again) can cause micro cracks in the shell, thus reducing the safety of
the outer portion of your helmet. Oils in your hair (for those of you who have some,) gets
into the fabric and causes the fabric and foam type cushioning to degrade. Look at the foam
and inspect it looking for little pieces falling out, missing, or cracked. If you drop your helmet
from the seat or handlebars, really check it out for visible damage. If you suspect damage,
replace your helmet. Your helmet is your first line of defense in a fall, slide or tumble.
Moving downward, look at your coats and jackets that you use. Have you washed them
repeatedly enough that they are color fading? If so, they may have lost the ability to hold
together in a slide. If your gear contains some type of armor, take the armor out and inspect
it for cracks and is it still sturdy or does it flop around? Should you still use leather coats,
look for cracks in the leather or outright rips. Will the leather hold up in the slide and save
your skin? Look closely!
Do you wear gloves? Some do, some do sometimes and some do not. It’s your choice. When,
not if, you fall or slide, normal folks extend their hands down to slow down. The first things
that many people find hitting the pavement are their hands. No gloves, more
hurt. Simple! Are your gloves in a good enough condition to help you out? Look at them
from a safety standpoint and check the seams and fit. Remember that if you get hit by a bug
or rock while riding and do not have on a glove, it will hurt more.
Some use riding pants others use regular pants and others chaps. Please use something other
than shorts and skin tight pants. Riding pants normally offer some type of knee protection
and some also have hip protection built in. Thick jeans work better than thin jeans and chaps
add an additional layer against the slide. Road rash is ugly and very painful. NOTE: I work for
a hospital and have seen many a rider who went down and slid. They scream when the staff
goes to pull the road debris from the rider in shorts.
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Shoes vs. boots? Motorcycle boots offer protection for the feet and ankles and tall boots can
offer some protection to the shins. Shoes and sneakers offer some protection for the bottom
of your feet until the soles of the shoes or sneaker come off. Water proof boots are
wonderful in the rain as cold wet feet really make riding a poor experience. Sandals are a
real NO-NO as they offer no protection from small rocks or bugs coming up and hitting your
toes/feet while riding of the street from tearing up our feet during the slide.
Remember that we ride for fun and always should prepare for the slide. Start thinking now
about future rides.

Stay Safe, Ride Careful,
Hope to see you all on the highway!

Rosy
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From Your Tech and Part Advisor
Risers
Risers what? Actually the name would be risers for the handlebars.
They are metal plates you can install in a couple of hours that bring
your handlebars up and back. Some adjustments can be made for
width as well.
Why Risers? Do you have a comfortable riding position? The stock
Goldwings are not a universal fit. Most riders feel they are leaning
forward so some new seats will provide more space and leg room.
Ooops, too far back.
Much cheaper than the cost of a new seat. The installation can be done fairly simply and no
cables need to be replaced. The risers will fit many years of Goldwing. I have a set of risers
on my 19. Made a big difference in position and handling.
Wingstuff offers two styles of risers for $74.99
1. The 1803W wide style will reposition the handlebars at the bar ends UP ¾” and
BACK 1 3/8”. The width remains the same with no change.
2. The 1803S standard style will reposition the handlebars at the bar ends UP ¾”,
BACK 1½” and IN 2 1/4”. These two styles fit 2001 thru 2017
Wingstuff risers for the 2018 and present will set you back $129. SKU: HEHR01139
•

9/16" (14.2mm) Taller and 2 1/4" (57.15mm) Rearward

On a side note, You Tube, youtube.com, has many videos regarding installation that are a
great help. As always, read all instructions thoroughly and check out the videos before
starting. Helibars on the other hand are replacement handlebars that will run you in the
neighborhood of $800.
Conclusion? Is there ever any conclusion when adding something to our bikes? We are all
shapes and sizes and what we do personally to get a more comfortable riding position varies
from person to person. Sometimes even placing a cushion or extra padding on the seat makes
the difference.
In the end, evaluate your riding position and what you would like. Sore muscles on a long ride
riding for more than one day can and will take its toll on your body if you are not
comfortable.
Keep the rubber side down and the shiny side up. Safe & Comfortable riding to all!
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John “Rebel” Rooney
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From Your Editors
We made it through our first year as
Chapter X Newsletter Editors. We agreed to
take on the challenge January B.C. (before COVID).
Had we known then, what we know now, we may have
passed on the gig. Demanding jobs coupled with demanding boys
(Chapter Director included) and home-schooling, little time is
left for much else. Being the perfectionist we perceive ourselves to be, much time, attention
and detail is put into every newsletter. Hopefully that has been reflected over the last 12
months.
Our next endeavor is learning how to post the newsletter ourselves. We appreciate Dolores
and Rick serving as webmaster and getting the newsletters posted for us each month. My last
“home visit” in March was to Dolores’s house. We sat side by side while she walked me
though every step. Literally three days later, the state locked down, the boys designated
grandpa’s house as Quarantine Central, school went online, work went virtual, life as we
knew it went out the window and it took the memory of how to post the newsletter with it.
Deetra and I are appreciative of everyone’s monthly submissions. We know how challenging it
was to write articles when nothing much was happening. But you all did it without
complaining (out loud) and you helped us to put together what we think were exemplary
publications.
With all of that said, it would not hurt our feelings the least little bit if someone else would
like to take over the reins!
Wishing you all the Merriest Christmas and the Brightest New Year!

Janice and Deetra Bryant
Newsletter Editors
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Celebrations

December
Birthdays
Jan Humphries
John Hardymon
Dale Petzold

December GWRRA
Anniversaries
None

December Wedding
Anniversaries
Roger & Dolores Patterson

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”.
Participation = FUN.
Click below and read Newsletters
from: North Carolina District
And GWRRA Insight
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How could we not end the year thinking of our GWRRA
families whose lives have been impacted this year by
COVID-19, the novel Coronavirus. In some ways, each of
our lives has been impacted by this unprecedented
pandemic but some, much more severely than others.
We know about some throughout the organization as a
whole who contracted the virus but no doubt there are
many that we did not hear about. Some may have been impacted through loss of
finances, loss of loved ones, loss of sanity, etc. but no one’s loss is any greater or
less than anyone else’s. That is why we are taking this time to let each and every
one of you know that we are thinking of you and we are praying for a full restoration
of your life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.

Pictures from Thanksgiving Blessings

The Bryant’s
Thanksgiving
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Support All Our Advertisers

Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors when you
need the Products and Services they
provide.
Your Ad Could Go Here!
Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest, NC. Our Newsletter is
circulated to a diverse group of people all over North Carolina and is also sent to the Region
staff that resides in North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In
addition, your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website (www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12 issues and can be
modified anytime without additional charges.

• Business card - $25.00
• One half page - $75.00

One quarter page - $50.00 
Full page - $100.00

Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org
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Presidential Assistants

National Team

Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

Director of GWRRA
Jere and Sherry Goodman
director@gwrra.org

North Carolina
District Team

Director of Rider Education
Susan and George Huttman
director-re@gwrra.org

District Directors
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
districtdirector@gwrranc.org
Assistant District Directors, East
Tom Tipton
tiptonsauto@att.net
Assistant District Directors, West
Clyde Alexander
clyde-alex@hotmail.com
Assistant District Directors, Central
Libby Jennings
libbyjennings@yahoo.com
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Interim Director of GWRRA
University
Lorrie Thomas and Dan Clark
lorriemthomas.aol.com
Director of Finance
Randall and Janet Drake
financedirector@gwrra.org

Director of Membership
Enhancement
Dan and Mary Costello
mep.director.gwrra@gmail.com

